Abstract: A major problem in designing a large-scale parallel and distributed system was the construction of an Interconnection Network (IN) to provide inter-processor communication. One of the biggest issues in the development of such a system was the development of an effective architecture and algorithms that have high reliability, give good performance (even in the presence of faults), low cost, low average path length, higher number of passes of request and a simple control. In this study, a new class of Irregular Fault Tolerant Multistage Interconnection Network (MIN) called Improved Four Tree (IFT) is introduced. Algorithms for computing the cost and permutations passable in the presence and absence of fault are developed for the analysis of various networks with proposed network.
INTRODUCTION
A Network is an interconnected collection of autonomous computers. Two computers are said to be interconnected if they are able to exchange information. The connection can make up through links [7] . A typical IN consists of a number of switching elements (SE's) [1, 9] and interconnection links that enables the processor to communicate themselves or with memory units. As a compromise between two extremes (timeshared and crossbar networks) and various operation characteristics of an IN, multistage interconnecting network [2] was introduced. A multistage Interconnection network is capable of connecting an arbitrary input terminal to an arbitrary output terminal [7] . Generally a MIN consists of more than one stage of small interconnection networks called Switching Elements (SEs). An irregular class of multistage interconnection network for parallel processing named Improved Four Tree (IFT) has been proposed and analyzed in this study.
CONSTRUCTION METHOD OF IFT
A typical IFT is an Irregular Multistage Interconnection Network of size 2 n x 2 n is constructed with the help of two similar groups; lower and upper, each group consisting of sub network of 2 n−1
×2
n−1 size. It has log 2 N-1 stages, both stages at log 2 N-3 and log 2 N- n−2 switches. The switches in a stage having same number from both the groups form a loop. Each source is connected to two different switches in each group with the help of multiplexer and each destination is connected with demultiplexer. In case the main route is busy or faulty, requests will be routed through alternate path in the sub-network. The advantage of this network is that if both switches in a loop are simultaneously faulty in any stage then even some sources are connected to the destinations which are not possible in Four Tree (FT) [4, 6] Network. IFT network of size 16×16 is shown in Fig. 1 . 
COST-EFFECTIVENESS ALGORITHM
To estimate the cost of a network, one common method is to calculate the switch complexity [3] with the assumption that the cost of a switch is proportional to the number of gates involved, which is roughly proportional to the number of 'cross points' within a switch [9] . So in this way the cost of each 2×2 switch has 4 units cost and each 3×3 switch has 9 unit cost and so on. For the interconnection network that contains multiplexers and demultiplexers, we roughly assume that each Mx1 multiplexers or 1×M demultiplexers has M units cost [5] . The cost effectiveness algorithm is as follows:
begin let cost = 0 ( Initialize a cost parameter) input the total no of switches say n input the total no of mux or demux say m if n = = 0 and m = = 0 then cost = 0 exit else repeat begin enter the no of inputs of switch say t (switch inputs may vary) cost = cost+ t t n = n-1 until n>0 repeat enter the no of inputs or outputs of mux or demux say t cost = cost + t m = m-1 Until m>0
PERMUTATION PASSABLE ALOGOTIHM
A one to one correspondence between source to destination is called Permutation [6] . One of the major aspects of permutation parameter is that it varies with path length. To find out this parameter for a network, it is assumed that source and destination is represented 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15) Incremental permutation: Incremental means that each source is connected to the destination in a circular chain and is represented as:
(0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15) Destination: (4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 0 1 2 3) We are considering the best possible cases to find out the permutations:
• If a fault is present in a single switch (Non-Critical Case) • If the switches are faulty in a loop (Critical Case) if it exist
To find the permutation passable between a given source to destination, we need following parameters:
• Path Length of given source to destination • Routing tag Path length algorithm:There are always multiple paths of different path length exist for a given source to destination pair in fault tolerant network. The algorithm [4] for the allocation of path length gives the information about different possible paths between source and destination pair. The possible path length is varies from 2 to 2x-1 for a 2 n ×2 n network, depending upon source to destination pair. 
Routing tag algorithm:
The routing tag algorithm [4, 8] for a given network gives the information between source and destination terminal pair for a given path length (if it exists). 
Proposed permutation passable algorithm:
The permutation passable gives the information about whether a unique path is available to pass a request from given source to destination or not. The request always passes from the most suitable path available; if such path is busy then the request is passed through an alternate path. If no alternate path is available then the request has to be simply dropped or said to have clash. 
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF SOME POPULAR MINS Permutation Passable Analysis of FT (Four Tree)
And QT (Quad Tree) Networks: As such it is declared earlier by the researchers that FT [4] and QT [10] network can provide full access capability even in the presence of multiple paths [6] . The performance analysis shows that there is one critical case at stage 3 where no request is passable. It has been analyzed from the above tables that permutation passable of IFT is better than existing FT and QT, For example the permutations passable of FT and QT at SE 3 are 0 if it gets faulty in loop but in IFT minimum requests served are 37% in critical case. It has also been analyzed that IFT is better in terms of average path length in comparison to MFT, FT and QT.
COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS
The cost of FT network is evaluated as:
• Total no of 3×3 switches = 18 • Total no of 2×2 switches = 8 • Total no of mux and demux (2:1, 1:2) = 32 • Hence cost of the network is = 258 Table 1 -3. It has been also observed form Table 4 and Fig. 2 that the network like IFT costs lesser in comparison to existing other popular Fault Tolerant Irregular MINs.
